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1  Introduction

Health outcome is the measurement of a change in the 
health of an individual, a group of people or population, 
which is attributable to an intervention or series of inter-
ventions[1]. Improved health outcome is the core concern 

and ultimate purpose of all interventions. Traditional Chinese 
medicine (TCM) has typically focused more on direct 
reports from patients and doctors, in contrast to Western 
medical practice, which mainly focuses on laboratory 
indicators. As contemporary medical practice shifts toward 
a “physiological-psychological-social” model, the health 
outcome evaluation system has become increasingly 
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complicated, including not only laboratory indicators, but 
also patient-, doctor-, and observer-reported outcomes[2] 
that place great weight on subjective feelings of participants. 
This inherent property is consistent with the holism and 
individualization in diagnosis and treatment principles of 
TCM. Therefore, many experts believe that the introduction 
and developments of patient-reported outcomes (PROs), 
clinician-reported outcomes (ClinROs) and observer-reported 
outcomes (ObsROs) are the key factors to overcome the 
bottleneck in globalization and modernization of TCM. 
In 1994, PRO and instruments were first introduced in 
TCM[3] and have since been widely recognized and used. 
Currently, PRO, ClinRO, ObsRO and instrument research 
in China are rapidly improving, and the prerequisite of using 
instrument development in all clinical areas has attracted 
many researchers. This paper aims to show the advances 
in health outcomes assessment instrument developments 
in TCM comprehensively and analyze possible problems.

2  Methods

2.1  Concepts and terminologies
“Chinese medicine category” indicates that a research 

project was designed and performed under the guidance of 
TCM theories, or TCM experts participated in the conceptual 
and methodological development of the project. The limitation 
would be achieved by limiting research field during conducting 
search strategies. Health outcome is defined as above[1]. 
Instrument refers to means of capturing data (i.e., ques-
tionnaire) plus all the information and documentation that 
support its use. The questionnaire must be well validated. 
To gain a comprehensive understanding of the state of 
current research, this study also included questionnaires 
without property evaluation. 
2.2  Search strategies 
2.2.1  Sources, formulas and limits in search

Literature search was performed in: i) China National 
Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) with the formula of 
“(AB = ( 量 + 问 + 调 查 )*( 表 + 卷 ) + 工 具 + 条 目 ) 
and (TI= 制 *( 定 + 编 + 研 + 订 ) + 评 *( 考 + 价 + 定 ) +
常模 + 测试 + 检验 + 研究 + 分析 + 应用 + 筛选 + 修
订 + 建 立 + 设 计 + ( 信 + 效 + 反 应 )* 度 )”. Subject 
domain was limited to be within the three sub-libraries 
of “Chinese medicine”, “Chinese pharmacology” and 
“integrated traditional Chinese and Western medicine”; 
the date range was “1915 to 2012”. ii) Chongqing VIP 
Information (CQVIP) with the formula of “(T = ( 量 + 问 +
调 查 )*( 表 + 卷 ) + 工 具 + 条 目 )*(C=R2)”; the date 
range was “1989 to 2012”. iii) WANFANG Data with the 
formula of “Title = ( 量表 or 问卷 or 调查表 or 工具 or 
条目 ) ( 制定 or 编制 or 研制 or 制订 or 考评 or 评价 
or 评定 or 常模 or 测试 or 检验 or 研究 or 分析 or 应用 
or 筛选 or 修订 or 建立 or 设计 or 信度 or 效度 or 反应

度 ) 分类号 : ‘R2*’”. The date range was “1980 to 2012”. 
The latest search was performed on January 20th, 2012. 
2.2.2  Inclusion criteria

Literature included must meet all the following condi-
tions: (1) belonging to the “Chinese medicine research” 
subheading; (2) containing a health outcome assessment 
instrument; (3) the instrument can be used for health outcome 
assessment even if it was not its primary intention.
2.2.3  Exclusion criteria

Literature was excluded if the study instruments met any 
of the following conditions: (1) designed for specific purposes, 
including disease diagnosis, physical measurements, syndrome 
description, disease screening and epidemiology survey; 
(2) simple theoretical or educational research; (3) for the 
application and/or promotion of instruments; (4) for 
modifying and/or adapting from existing instruments; 
(5) analyses on necessity of instrument development or 
protocols for future instruments; (6) duplicate publications 
or duplicate articles from different databases; (7) full-text 
is unobtainable.
2.3  Data management

This study included four steps: (1) Independent searches 
and selection of literature according to the stated inclusion 
and exclusion criteria were performed by two researchers 
(Yun-ying Yang and Zheng-zheng Zhang). If there was 
dispute between the two researchers, a third-party expert 
(Feng-bin Liu) was consulted until there was an unanimous 
decision. (2) The information extraction form (IEF) was 
designed by Zheng-kun Hou and revised by Feng-bin Liu. 
(3) Abiding by the IEF, data were extracted and entered 
separately by two researchers (Di Xie and Hong Thach 
Nguyen) with the software EpiData 3.02. After correcting 
for errors, the data were ready for analysis. (4) Software 
SPSS 11.0 was used to analyze the data. The aim was 
to conduct a qualitative research that focuses on data 
description and frequency analyses.

3  Results

3.1  Literature search results
Using the above method, 5 242, 604 and 347 records were 

obtained from “CNKI”, “CQVIP”, and “WANFANG 
Data” databases, respectively. After a strict selection with 
predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria, 97 articles that 
included health outcome assessment instruments of TCM 
were identified[4-100].
3.2  Basic characteristics of TCM instruments
3.2.1  Types of instruments

Seven general instruments that aimed to evaluate the 
health-related quality of life (HRQL) and signs and 
symptoms of participants were identified[30-32,64,73,81,94]. 
Twelve condition-specific instruments focused on qualities 
and/or outcomes of sub-health conditions (a relatively 
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modern term describing a state of imperfect health), aging, 
irritability or excessive anxiety, fatigue, post-surgery 
condition and emotions[7,10,11,16,22,33,52,56,70,71,95,99]. A total of 
78 disease-specific instruments evaluated the outcomes 
of diseases belonging to spleen and stomach, liver, lung, 
heart and kidney systems, cancer, neurological disorders, 
endocrine disorders, infectious disease, skin diseases, bone 
diseases, neuropsychiatric disorders, autoimmune diseases, 
psychological disorders, surgical lesions, gynecological 
disorders and other pathological conditions. Despite recording 
quality of life and signs and symptoms, Li et al[67,82,83] also 
developed patient satisfaction and doctor-reported outcome 
scales in TCM. Some scales primarily designed for 
epidemiological diagnoses and surveys can also be used for 
health outcome assessment[7,19,33,34,41,43,90,91,99].
3.2.2  Demographics

Among the 97 instruments, one of them was spe-
cifically designed for children[39] and eight of them for 
females[11,13,25,40,41,85,95,97]. The remaining instruments were 
not specific to any type of participant. In the development 
and evaluation procedures of most instruments, participants 
were 16 years or older. Few instruments included the living 
environment and only one instrument was specifically 
designed for inpatients[23].
3.2.3  Domains, facets and items

Most instruments adopted the “concept-domain-facet-item” 
conceptual model. The number of “domains” ranged from 
2 to 12 and the majority had 3 to 6 domains. The researchers 
had achieved high agreement on physiological, psychological 
and social domains. The “facets” of some instruments 
offered related information and the number ranged from 
5 to 20, but differences existed on interpreting factual 
contents under domains between different scales. The 
number of “items” ranged from 7 to 124. Some scales 
adopted an “n items plus 1 total item” system, but some 
scales did not offer clear information on the domains and/
or items.
3.2.4  Administrative modes

All information providers were patients. Most primary 
administrators were study interviewers or patients. However, 
no study evaluated the differences between primary and 
alternative administrative models. All instruments used 
paper-based scales for the administrative tools, except for 
the computer used in Gastralgia PRO Questionnaire based 
on computer-adaptive testing[100]. No letters and telephones 
were involved. 
3.2.5  Response options

Likert and Graded Response Model was the most commonly 
used response option. Other options were visual analog 
scale, pictorial scale or checklists. Most scales used single 
type; some used two or more types. The option range 
in Likert and Graded Response scales was always 2 to 
9, though results were commonly 4 or 5. The checklists 

always used two-category response with “Yes” or “No”. 
Visual analog scale scored from 0 to 10. Only a few studies 
mentioned how to evaluate the response options. 
3.2.6  Recall times and management times

Most instruments did not record the recall times and 
management times. Due to the lack of original data, the 
times could not be extracted from the published articles. 
In scales with complete information, the recall times varied 
from one day, one week, two weeks, and one month to three 
months, etc. Some scales did not have recall time limitations, 
but some had two or more. For example, “in the past one 
week”, “in the past two weeks” and “at present” may exist 
in one instrument simultaneously. Few studies mentioned 
how they determined the recall time. No study mentioned 
the instrument management time for clinical application. 
3.2.7  Scores

Few studies provided detailed scoring rules, but most of 
them provided operational scoring methods. Some scales 
used a total score; some used independent domain scores; 
most scales used the combination of the two methods 
mentioned above. For most scales, higher scores indicated 
a better health status. Some scales contained negative 
items, and those scales provided details on dealing with 
the negative items. Only a few studies used a conversion 
score and provided the conversion procedure, but no research 
explained the rationale of the procedure. Many instruments 
evaluated each item and domain with equal weight, but 
some did not. Of the studies that did not assign weights 
equally, only a few provided the process, reason, and 
source for the discrepancies in weight assignment.
3.2.8  Burden evaluation

No instruments evaluated burdens of the administrators, 
such as length of questionnaire or interview, format, font size 
and requirement on what patients could consult to complete 
response. The response burden evaluation mainly concentrated 
on recording recovery rate, completion rate and completion 
time. Few studies evaluated the participants’ education 
levels; none described specified unsuitable environments 
or times for the surveys. 
3.2.9  Format

Only a few studies offered a full instrument. Of those, 
over 50% did not have an instruction manual, and thus 
lacked clarity in their intended goals, recording specifica-
tions, formats, etc. Of those that offered manuals, some 
were almost the same as their main texts, and some scales 
required extensive and tedious social background informa-
tion. No instrument described the format for typesetting 
formats, and clinical usage procedures. Only a few offered 
a detailed operating manual and also provided contact 
information.
3.2.10  Copyright

A minority of researchers explicitly indicated copyright. 
All instruments were free for use after signing a user-agreement 
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contract with the instrument developers. All contact informa-
tion can be found in the published articles.
3.3  Property evaluation of TCM instruments 
3.3.1  Content validity
3.3.1.1  Rationality and intention

Although many studies stated the necessity for developing 
new scales, their reasons for doing so were not always 
clear. For example, a few studies described existing instruments 
for similar diseases and conditions, but few of them performed 
a proper comparison. In addition, many studies mentioned 
“different Chinese cultural background”, but few of them 
elaborated on how cultural background may influence 
PRO. In addition, most studies described the research 
purpose, but lacked clarity on the intended application of 
their instrument. 
3.3.1.2  Conceptual framework establishment

Most instruments outlined different domains, mainly con-
taining physiological, psychological and social functions. 
Definitions for these domains were unclear, and open to 
interpretation, and thus the “facets” under these domains 
differed significantly among studies. The sources of 
conceptual framework establishment included literature 
reviews, expert interviews, patient interviews, clinical 
experiences, etc. Some studies clearly described their concept 
and domain structure, but in many studies it was still difficult 
to identify the sources and methods for the development. 
3.3.1.3  Item pool development and item selection

Many studies performed literature reviews in various 
sources including the World Health Organization Quality 
of Life Questionnaire (WHOQOL-100), the World Health 
Organization Quality of Life Questionnaire-BREF (WHOQOL-
BREF), and the 36-Item Short-Form Health Survey (SF-
36). Relevant Chinese medicine theoretical books, clinical 
books, diagnostic criteria, disease-specific scales, etc., 
were also consulted during their item pool development. 
Data extraction methods mainly focused on expert and/or 
patient interviews and/or working teams, but few studies 
had patient participation in the interview procedure, 
and even fewer described the specific composition and 
procedures of their focus group. The people performing 
item selection included focus group and external experts, 
patients, nurses, researchers on quality of life, healthy 
people, etc. Ideally, participant groups should be consistent 
with the intended study demographic in terms of education 
level, gender, age, etc., but few studies performed 
such analyses. In studies that did such analyses, many 
had inadequate participant composition. Few studies 
mentioned how to control clinical bias in their operation 
manual.
3.3.2  Other properties

Most studies used traditional property evaluation 
methods of reliability, validity and responsiveness, but 
differences existed among studies. Exploratory factor 

analysis and correlation analysis were the most commonly 
used methods in structure validity analysis; however, 
a small proportion of studies used confirmatory factor 
analysis, cluster analysis, and structural equation modeling, 
etc. Differences also existed in correlation analyses, 
such as correlation between individual items, items and 
self-domain, items and other items in the same domain, 
items and total score, individual domain, and domain and 
total score. Some studies did not analyze the correlation 
coefficients or modify the framework when the data showed 
poor correlation. The criterion validity mainly used 
WHOQOL-100, WHOQOL-BREF, SF-36 and KPS; the 
patients’ general wellbeing, disease severity and general 
module questionnaire scores were also taken into account. 
Almost all correlation coefficients were very high, but little 
selection rational was provided. Differentiating criteria 
were in dispute among studies, which involved patient 
gender, age, disease severity, disease subtypes and healthy 
people. In addition, dispersion ratio, variance ratio, effects 
index, etc., were introduced into related assessments. Reliability 
analysis showed that most internal consistency reliability 
and test-retest reliability performed very well, but the test-retest 
period varied widely among studies, ranging anywhere 
between 3 d, 7 d, 2 weeks, to 4 weeks, without specifying 
reasons for choosing that timeframe. Cross-interviewer 
reliability testing is mandatory in interviewer-administrated 
instruments, but they were rarely presented in a proper 
assessment. Management times varied in responsiveness 
evaluations. A few studies described the intervention 
measures. The description and analysis were unclear on 
differential sub-groups that were divided according to disease 
severity or age.

In addition, most studies adopted computer-adaptive 
testing and item response theories in their instrument 
development and evaluation, such as the PRO scale of 
spleen stomach disease[26-28], the PRO scale of myasthenia 
gravis[29], the functional gastrointestinal disorder scale of 
TCM[79], and the stomachache patient-reported computer-
adaptive test outcome scale[100]. These studies mainly 
used validity, reliability, person separation index and 
differential item functioning evaluation. The results 
showed that these scales had adequate psychological 
evaluations.

4  Discussion

4.1  Characteristics of the current scale development
Instrument development in TCM has made great progress 

recently. In the last five years, in average more than 
10 scales were developed each year. The scales covered 
many diseases and subjects including tumors, neurological 
diseases, digestive diseases, and cardiovascular diseases. 
An increasing number of researchers and institutions are 
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engaged in instrument research. 
As instrument research methods become more widely-known, 

more researchers have mastered the core process of scale 
development. In recent years, with the introduction of 
domestic PRO and publication of instrument research 
guidelines[101,102], many researchers can now follow the 
rigorous instrument development process with appropriate 
methods, thus significantly improving the quality of 
related research in Mainland China. In addition, new techniques 
such as the computer-adaptive testing and item response 
theory have been introduced. These techniques have 
enhanced instrument research in China; they are expected 
to further improve the scientific accountability and 
clinical adaptability of the scales, and transform the field 
of instrument development. 
4.2  Limitations of the current scale development
4.2.1  Conceptual and structural systems

It is commonly recognized that clinical outcome assessments 
should include laboratory indices, PROs, ClinROs and 
ObsROs[2,103]. Of these, PRO includes HRQL, effect satisfaction, 
and signs and symptoms. HRQL can be further divided 
into quality of life in psychological and social status. Effect 
satisfaction is a combination of medical environment 
satisfaction and nursing satisfaction. 

PRO is strictly confined to information obtained directly 
from the patients, and excludes any supplementary and 
explanatory information from others[101]. However, the 
extracted information from the articles showed that some 
studies did not define their scale properties and intentions 
clearly. Few studies support the rigorous property of 
PRO for many scales, and even fewer studies offered 
PRO property assessment specifically[104]. Significant 
differences existed in the instruments’ definitions of 
important concepts and terminologies. For example, in 
the conceptual framework development procedure, some 
studies used the top-down method, others used the bottom-
up method, while still others did not even present enough 
information to know what method was used. Some studies 
did not present conceptual information and directly 
proceeded to item-establishing. Few studies presented 
the conceptual framework model and figure. Many 
scales contained physiological, psychological and social 
domains. There were no clear and consistent domain 
definitions, so significant differences existed in the fact 
explanations. This may lead to inconsistent data-gathering, 
such as items in the social domain which included social 
relationship, social support, social adaptation, and social 
competence and satisfaction. 
4.2.2  Item development procedure

A major problem is that many items lacked clear goals. 
The entire process of item development should contain 
item pool establishment, a preliminary selection of items, 
pre-testing, pilot surveys, clinical investigations and property 

assessment, all of which come together to form the instru-
ment model. The administrators, participants, analyzing 
tools and methods in each step should have different 
characteristics and purposes; each area should be clearly 
delineated, and no information should be omitted. The 
guidelines for domestic instruments have presented clear 
descriptions[102]; however, many scales were found to have 
omitted stages, such as primary selection of items, pre-
test and/or pilot survey. Some questionnaires did not even 
have a selection process at all. 

A comprehensive instrument development procedure 
should include not only the common item pool, concept 
establishment and property evaluation, but also detailed 
inclusion and exclusion criteria, response opinions, scores, 
times, administrative modes, burden assessment and 
statistical methods[101]. However, most of the current research 
only reported the item selection. A large body of informa-
tion was missing or not provided, which greatly reduced 
the reliability and operability of the scales. 

Finally, the reporting of instrument development is vital 
for both researchers and clinicians to determine its validity. 
The complete instrument development report should include 
the title and structured abstract under “title and abstract”; 
rationale and objectives under “introduction”; intention, 
eligibility criteria, conceptual framework, item selection, 
response options, scoring, timeframe, administrative modes, 
burden assessment, property evaluation, and statistical analysis 
under “methods”; participants, main results and other 
analyses under “results”; summary of evidence, limitations, 
clinical details, and conclusions under “discussion”; item 
pools and/or final instrument subheadings in “appendixes”; 
and finally the “funding” section[105]. Few studies provided 
complete information mentioned above, and that degrades 
their accountability as well as clinical applicability.
4.2.3  Property evaluation

Firstly, the components in property evaluation were 
inconsistent across the studies. Although there are no 
strict rules on how many components should be included, 
reliability, validity and responsiveness are common properties for 
scale evaluation based on classical test theories. In 2002, 
the Scientific Advisory Committee of the Medical Outcomes 
Trust recommended eight key attributes of instruments, 
including conceptual and measurement model, reliability, 
validity, responsiveness, interpretability, respondent 
and administrative burden, alternate forms, and cultural 
and language adaptations[106]. In current studies, many 
components were absent, especially the more minor or 
specialized components such as test-retest reliability, the 
observer consistency reliability, criterion-related validity, 
validity and responsiveness. Interpretability and burden 
assessments were even more rare. 

Secondly, content validity assessments were too simple. 
Content validity is the core property of a scale which requires 
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qualitative assessments from conceptual establishments; 
the rationality and integrity of the item development 
process; comprehensive methods, and a sufficient number 
of participants. Content validity assessment is an important 
measure for other quantitative assessments. However, 
in some studies, their content validity assessments were 
too simple and lacked explanations for method usage and 
limitations. Some studies used either an importance-
evaluation score or a simple questionnaire, and performed 
correlation analyses, normality tests or content validity 
ratio analyses for content evaluation. But these were not 
supported by any guidelines or standards. 

Thirdly, there was discordance in composition and index 
of other validity assessments. For example, researchers 
used exploratory factor analyses, correlation analyses, 
confirmatory factor analyses, cluster analyses or structural 
equation models, etc., in structure validity analyses; some 
used correlation coefficients between items, item-domain, 
item-other items in the same dimension, item-total score, 
between dimensions or dimension-total score in correlation 
analysis; some used WHOQOL-100 or -BREF, SF-36, 
KPS, general health of the patients, disease severity and 
general module questionnaire score as the criteria in criteria 
validity analyses; some used gender, age group, disease 
severity and disease subtypes for group validity analysis. 
These discrepancies made it difficult, if not impossible, to 
draw comparisons among different studies.
4.2.4  Statistical methods

Three major problems exist in the statistical methods 
of the instrument studies. Firstly, the research methods 
and standards used in the instrument development process 
were varied and inconsistent. For example, according 
to different studies, the maximum score for item deletion 
in importance assessment ranged from 40, 50 to 60, 
and the significant correlation coefficients were 0.2, 0.4 
or 0.6. Although internal consistency reliability, split-
half reliability, and criterion validity were commonly 
recognized, many differences existed in test-retest reliability 
and construct validity, especially in responsibility analyses. 
For example, the administrative times and selection criteria 
for test-retest reliability tests were different among studies. 
Many studies did not offer the reasons behind exploratory 
factor analyses, confirmatory factor analyses and correla-
tion analyses in their constructed validity analysis. A well-
constructed study should contain data from different time 
points and group comparisons, but many researchers only 
performed the latter. Only a few studies described the exact 
information used in their analyses, thus in the vast majority 
of studies it was difficult to extrapolate the effect size. 

Secondly, although item response theory and computer- 
adaptive testing have been introduced into TCM instrument 
usage, few research projects discussed the role, position, 
limitation, interpretation and evaluation of these new 

tools. Information on these theories and testing techniques 
is scarce, and they are not yet used widely in scientific 
research and clinical application. 

Thirdly, qualitative research methods are fairly new 
ideas that are still being developed. Qualitative methods 
play a more important role in computer-adaptive testing-
based scale development than traditional methods. The 
reason is that modern test theory requests fewer, but also 
more high-quality items to achieve the same accuracy as 
classical test theory, but the quantitative technical indicators 
cannot completely meet the demand. Adding to this 
problem is that few quantitative indices were introduced 
in qualitative studies. In order to develop high-quality, 
useful instruments for qualitative research evaluation, more 
studies and further exploration are needed.

5  Conclusions

In conclusion, research on instrument development 
in TCM has developed rapidly. Thus far, more than 
100 scales have been developed, including generic and 
disease-specific instruments covering many TCM and 
Western medicine subjects. As a milestone for instrument 
recognition, a domestic instrument research standard was 
also published. However, some limitations in the develop-
ment procedure, methods and standards still exist. Many 
scales are not useful in clinical practice and research, and 
they serve the function of “trophies” more than actual 
tools. This is unfortunate and a terrible waste of scientific 
resources, but also provides more impetus for future studies.
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